CUPERTINO's DRAFT PARKS AND RECREATION SYSTEM MASTER PLAN
Public Input on Draft Master Plan, Additional Public Comments, through Apr. 11, 2019

# What do you like about the Master Plan?

What would you change or add to the Master Do you have any other comments? (Please be as
specific as possible. Include page numbers if known.)
Plan?

I am not clear whether Tourism falls into Parks & Rec, or another Dan Marshall
arm of the city. But if it falls into Parks & Rec, the master plan
should definitely address tourism. I would be happy to
contribute / lead the Cupertino Tourism plan, if desired. I
recently spent 3 years touring the World, so I've seen a number
of Tourism "systems".
Angel Chen
68 I like that there are intentions to improve our parks and I would change the addition of performing arts, aquatics I would like to suggest if they want to replace the pond in the
acquire more green open space.
center, and gymnasium facilities to our parks, especially
Memorial park, maybe a giant playground similar to the Magical
memorial park. Memorial park is the largest park in
Bridge handicap accessible playground in Palo Alto and saving a
Cupertino and has the most open space. I see it as a
small part of the water system to make a water play area similar
tremendous loss and waste of open space to put those
to Ortega Park in Sunnyvale for summertime fun. I know we
facilities in the place of the open space.
have droughts, but I'm hopeful there are sustainable options for
water play.
Memorial Park should not be considered as a potential
Memorial Park's proximity to existing performing and fine arts
Sherman Cater
67 I love the idea of acquiring more park space in
Cupertino.
location for a new aquatics facility, performing and fine
centers, and to a gymnasium complex and multi-use recreation
arts center, or gymnasium complex and multi-use
center would make a new facility of either sort within the park
recreation center. The park needs more green space, not superfluous. Also, an aquatics facility may attract ducks and
less. Local businesses already have problems with people geese back to the park after all the effort that have been made
attending park events parking in lots intended for their
to get rid of them.
customers. Including any of those facilities in Memorial
Park could make this occasional issue into a constant
issue.
This is a fantastic plan. Thank you for the great work, and looking
66 Dog park and off-lease areas. Aquatics facilities
forward to the new developments! Eastern part of Cupertino, which
including warm pool for water therapy. Trails and trail
is experiencing a large population growth of young families, can really
corridors

69

There is no mention of tourism in the master plan. I think
that Cupertino has many interesting attractions for
tourists, and the city could play a role with organizations
such as Apple to refine tourism.

Name
(optional)

benefit from more facilities. I am strongly supportive of pool facilities
and dog parks in particular. I would personally very much welcome
short-term trial of off-lease areas at Wilson Park and Creekside Park.
My observation of Wilcon park usage pattern is that the Southeast
quarter is almost always unused. Turning the area into a location for
new facilities would be a great use of the land.

65 Preserving our Parks and hopefully adding parks to the
Eastside of Cupertino. Inclusive areas for all levels of
abilities, renovating where needed Activities in all parks
was a great addition last summer and happy to see it
will be continued
64 Parks and Bicycle/Walking Paths and Trails on East side
of Cupertino, and especially along the creeks

63 Good thinking!

All building - especially the Eastside cannot do in lieu and
has to add parkland in their own project. Make sure
parks are shady. Replace trees that were taken out so we
have more shade.
Farmers Markets in different locations
If there can be a plan to help keep our trails along the creek
clean, deal with homeless encampments and graffiti. Organize
regular creek cleanup days. Post visible signs where complaints
and reports should be directed like garbage spilling out of cans,
homeless encampments and graffiti.
Prioritize Pokemon Go. A Significant amount of your silent
users go to the parks purely to use this app

Email
(optional)

DanMarshall2
2@Gmail.com

acchen3@gma
il.com

stcater3@gma
il.com

# What do you like about the Master Plan?
62

61 Very little

60 I love that Cupertino takes such good care of parks .

59 Include dog parks
58 Anything updated that includes preserving the nature
that we have in supporting community is good

What would you change or add to the Master Do you have any other comments? (Please be as
specific as possible. Include page numbers if known.)
Plan?

Name
(optional)

Email
(optional)

Would really like to see various sport options in more
parks in quicker timeline. For example, at Wilson park
now, there are 3 baseball fields and only baseball - the
park will enrich much more neighbors' life if there is a mix
of sports fields/options like tennis, table tennis,
badminton etc. More nature/environmental education
and art elements can also be added. This will make a lot
of fun visits to parks.
Why's all the important information in tiny font in the
appendix? When I ask questions parks and rec
commissioners that made this plan say " it's in the
appendix" This is a TERRIBLE master plan. No
representation for East Cupertino, no representation from
working mothers and fathers and the plan contains all
information for things WE DO NOT NEED. Build parks and
open Green space (on the ground not 50 stories up in the
air that is NOT a park) are what the children need. Force
Lawson and Segwick to open their gates to the public. Just
like all of the people coming from outside our city to bash
residents say, "open up and unlock the land." The schools
belong to the residents. Lawson and Segwick cannot
continue as they have we need a written agreement to
open up their courts and fields. More funding must be
allocated to East Cupertino. Disproportionately it has gone
to the Monta Vista area. No more. The residents of
Cupertino have spoken up and we have a mandate. ALL
must be represented fairly. This plan is a slap in the face to
those that value community engagement transparency
and accountability.

Vivian

Qyl168@hotm
ail.com

I do not want a bathroom across from my house in three
oaks park . We voted when the park was built to keep it a
neighborhood parl
I'm not deeply familiar with the plan outside of the video.
My only thought is the interconnected aspect. I lived in
Cleveland 20 years a go where they had a beltway which
was fantastic (trail and cars). My concern here is that it
could become a security issue allowing theft or violence to
be more easily transferred between communities. Perhaps
micro connected trails to dissuade that is a consideration

57 There is some recoginzation that east side of cupertino There needs to be a actual concrete plan/route map on
need more parks

Please reject this Master Plan. Peter Pau himself could not have
written a more vague, abusive, ineffective plan and it's sad to
see politics harm our children, working class, seniors, and
Cupertino community.

how to add parks to east side of Cupertino, namely the
Rancho area, not just hope and dreams
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Lenore williams Lenwilliams2@
earthlink.net

For playground structures please consider sunshade. We have 2
small children and so many of the parks have trees around them
but not necessarily over the structures which makes them hot
and obviously provides too much Sun for young skin

Msmasully@g
mail.com

Neal

gheewala114
@yahoo.com

# What do you like about the Master Plan?
56 I mean know disrespect to the team that prepared the
Plan. However, reading the Plan sparks more questions
than solutions regarding how Cupertino will address
park, recreation, and open space inequity across the
City.

What would you change or add to the Master Do you have any other comments? (Please be as
specific as possible. Include page numbers if known.)
Plan?
(1) Please add data that identifies how many people live
within a 1/2 mile of each park. Please identify how many
people are expected to be served per acre per park. For
example if a park is 3 acres, how many people live within a
1/2 mile of the 3-acre park (no matter city of residence)?
Give expected park user values in terms of residents-peracre. (2) Please provide within the body of the Master
Plan an objective assessment of each park and amenities.
For example, how many restrooms? When were the
restrooms last renovated? How many picnic tables? When
were the picnic areas last renovated? Play equipment?
Walking/mixed use paths? Other? (3) Please consider
upgrading Library Field status from "field" to "park". The
community values Library Field, as it is in near constant
use for cricket, pick-up soccer, volleyball, and field play.
Library Field needs to be recognized and protected for the
utility it offers the community.
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Name
(optional)

I'd like to see better outreach to residents regarding the Parks
Liana Crabtree
and Recreation Master Plan. It seems the Plan includes big ticket
items, yet relatively few residents contributed to the data set
that informed the Plan. Without broad community support,
where will the money come from to build the items suggested in
the Plan. If Cupertino were to add a 200-600 seat performing
arts center, who will pay for it? Does use of nearby performing
arts centers indicate demand for Cupertino to have its own
center, replacing Flint Center? Similar questions and concerns
with a new aquatics center: are there opportunities to
leverage/subsidize existing pool facilities as a means of meeting
current and future aquatic needs and interests? It seems
Cupertino needs incremental improvements and increased
parkland acreage today, especially in eastern neighborhoods and
as a higher priority than distant future, non-park capital
improvements.

Email
(optional)
lianacrabtree
@yahoo.com

# What do you like about the Master Plan?
55 All of it. The I believe 7 main points are masterfully
done. Sustainability and protection of ecosystems
connecting the parks and the idea to make them all
accessible equally to everybody instead of for instance
all the nice bike paths and connections to larger walking
paths all are in the wealthy neighborhoods( like they so
often are.) It's well done and even attempts to address
getting kids outside because we have in my opinion an
epidemic of oversupervised children who don't get
enough outside time with thier peers.

What would you change or add to the Master Do you have any other comments? (Please be as
specific as possible. Include page numbers if known.)
Plan?
Surprisingly not that much I would make sure that there's
something in there that they don't do what so many cities
have done and ruined access by charging money. if the
activities and places are built sustainably and well it
shouldn't take much maintenance and volunteer groups
should be encouraged. When you charge people those who
need it the most often don't and can't go. It also takes away
a lot of the casual enjoyability of outdoor activities which
should remain as they always have since as long as humans
can remember; just something you go do. So I would say to
make it a clear point not to as so many cities have done a
decent job of their master plan but forgot this little point
and too many well-off city planners don't understand the
sociology behind it and implemented fee's the average
people simply can't afford. On that note I would like to see a
firm edition of insurance free zones where people can just
be human without having to literally give our allegiance to
the whims of insurance companies and litigation. Obviously
this one is a challenge but since you guys asked.. Most
important it would be nice to see more parks and
playgrounds open later so that 9-5 working people and kids
can use them after school. Especially in winter. Last but not
least please put in there somewhere that you will never over
do the reserve system. That one is such a doozy and makes it
so that perfectly good ball fields and the whatnot are
completely unused more often than not.

54 Keep McClellan Park Preserve a Nature Preserve. My

Buy the Oaks Shopping Center and use if for a larger more
husband and I ran a Research Garden at McClellan for diverse Farmers Market as they have in Sunnyvale, which
14 years where we received press coverage for the Park includes prepared foods, music, produce and cultural
and City of Cupertino. Please don't do anything to
events.
McClellan. Leave it alone. We have been standing to
keep this beautiful space as it is. Keep it a Nature
Preserve
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Name
(optional)

Email
(optional)

I would like to point out that kids and people in general have a
Jey
lot more fun when an area is less manicured just well taken care
of. ( it's also much cheaper to maintain and is consistent with
what it seems you guys are trying to do) I would love to see
some just beautiful native parks with maybe a little bit of
grassland where people can throw frisbees or have a little family
soccer game. Super low maintenance and just not a lot going on
except just enjoy the space. In other words as natural as possible
but not specifically for hiking. Old orchards and the whatnot
make great places for kids to play things like capture the flag.
On the same subject it would be nice if Cupertino had a place
where people can have family reunions, anniversaries and
weddings that are outdoors that had next to them optional
camping for friends and family so the people don't drive
afterwards. It just makes sense and it's makes it a lot more fun
and people can sit around a campfire and enjoy each other's
company after the event. They do this in Europe all the time and
I found that it's very enjoyable and extremely well attended. All
that said these are little things and from what I read of the draft
it's extremely and surprisingly well written bravo and good luck.

Patterwigis@g
mail.com

WE don't have children and have been active citizens of Cupertino for Roxanne
35+ years. I would like to see more open spaces, less soccer fields and Beverstein
specialized fields. I'd like to see at least 2 community gardens in
Cupertino for people to understand where their food comes from and
to learn how to care for our environment and planet. What is the
average number of years a family lives here? I asked because there
doesn't seem to be a long term thinking in planning. I served on the
Citizen committee to create the General Plan 20 years ago and
volunteered many hours to help Cupertino be more a conscious
community in terms of open spaces and less impact on nature. I
challenge the statement that we have "tree lined" streets as our former
Director of Public Works, Bert Viscovich preferred to cement over
parking strips rather than plant trees. I was told this by a staff member
of Pubic Works at the time and if you drive down November Dr. you
will a lot of cemented parking strips rather than trees. I am also a
Master Gardener with UC Davis, a member of Our City Forest and an
active citizen scientist.

rbeverstein@g
mail.com

What would you change or add to the Master Do you have any other comments? (Please be as
specific as possible. Include page numbers if known.)
# What do you like about the Master Plan?
Plan?
53 I heard that De Anza community college board voted to close

Name
(optional)

Email
(optional)

Frank Liu

Frankliu_6@ya
hoo.com

Flint performance art center last week. And there is another
motivation from city’s planning committee of building
another performance art center in down town cupertino. I
don’t see any point on this two controversial duplicated
efforts, other than wasting tax dollars. 1) the flint center
already serves well for community, what is the point of
abandoning this and building another one? It double the
costs, tearing down and building new, for nothing. 2)
parking spaces. It is very effective to have a performance art
center in community college campus. Recreational time and
school hours are complimentary to each other. School
campus provides ample parking spaces for recreation hours of
weekends and nights. But you have to build parking
structures for downtown performance art center to relieve
parking burdens. This is another extra cost, and still it doesn’t
resolve but severe the traffic jam in downtown area. 3)
traffic. Flint center in De Anza College is close to high way
280, it doesn’t gives the burden on already jammed Stevens
creek blvd, while downtown performance art center does.
4) college art programs. Flint center in campus can benefit
students and community members. Other than the school’s
annual ceremony and celebration activities, it also gives the
school the choice of providing performance art programs. I
thinks these programs will benefit community members way
more that a downtown performance art center. Please
reconsider closing down Flint center and the plan of new
performance art center in downtown. Thank you!

52 Do not like the master plan.
51 Enhancing existing parks

Please keep the Flint performance center.
Avoid adding more basketball courts. Parks are supposed
to help people get in touch with nature, not concrete
floor.
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What would you change or add to the Master Do you have any other comments? (Please be as
Name
specific as possible. Include page numbers if known.)
# What do you like about the Master Plan?
Plan?
(optional)
A Performing Arts Center is not a top priority. It is very difficult Susan Moore
50 Emphasis on connecting our city and nearby open space I would like to see a neighborhood by neighborhood
and other cities with walkable/ bikable paths and trails. assessment of park space and then if major inequities, or to give a response in this format
Preserving McChellan and Blackberry Farm
needed upgrades/repairs are found then a plan developed
for that as first priority. The East and West Highway 85 is a
rather arbitrary designation. It is actually a major barrier
between parts of our city. We also have the spaces such
as the non "parks" at Cali Mill and Main Street. There have
been many missed opportunities. The sample size of the
survey was so small (1-2%) that I feel that tables and
graphs that were generated from this data may not reflect
the needs of the residents. Park space should be
identified in Masterplan

49

48 Visual and performing art center provision

Library field is noted as potential location for Arts
center(page 88) or Teen center(page 90). This is the only
green space in this neighborhood and it has to be
preserved for sports/leisure activities. I would suggest to
remove this site as potential location for future arts and
teen center from the master plan.
I would like to see a gallery or art museum space.

47 I like its robust support for nature, habitat, wildlife and I think it is well thought out and is based on having the
ecological function.

right goals. So there is nothing I would change or add.
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Email
(optional)
Suemmo@co
mcast.net

Pg. 82 Longer Term Selected Enhancement Opportunities. Must
modify the statement "Connect via trails and bike lane network
to Cupertino High, Wilson Park and Civic Center/Library" to
specify that these are subject to city council approval of design
and environmental impact review.
No
Janki chokshi
Thank you for your hard word. I am a member of the Sierra Club Janet Walworth walworthjanet
Loma Prieta and I know it supports the plan.
@gmail.com

What would you change or add to the Master Do you have any other comments? (Please be as
Name
specific as possible. Include page numbers if known.)
# What do you like about the Master Plan?
Plan?
(optional)
My comments on the Master Plan goals. Pg 36. MP-1, Conservation. 1A46 This is a very well put together document. I like the high level Water conservation: We need to be water conscious in
to low level presentation. Good job describing and
communicating the scope of this effort. I learned some things
about the responsibilities of the Parks Department that I did
not know. You have clearly put a great deal of time and effort
into this plan, so kudos for that. And thank you for the
opportunity to provide comments. Regarding themes: Pg 16.
Nature experience. I like the decreased emphasis on large
lawns, retained natural character, environmental education,
and nature programs. We have a variety of wildlife in our
parks, and education on wildlife co-existence would be
beneficial to residents. Pg 17. Trails and connectivity.
Absolutely essential! A continuing communication and
education program regarding connectivity will help residents
appreciate what exists today, and how to adhere to bike and
hiking safety best practices. Also an opportunity to work with
Bike/Ped commission, Walk-Bike-Cupertino, and other
entities toward mutual goals. Pg 18. Parks and Facilities
access. Improving what we have is the priority. Acquiring
more/new parks may be prohibitively expensive. Ditto for
new items like an aquatics facility; improving and leveraging
existing aquatics facilities might be a more practical and
timely step.

California. The problem will only get worse in the future. Water
efficiency and conservation should be foremost in the goals for a
Master Plan. In some of the individual items and specific actions
this is mentioned (e.g. water play water reclaimation). But I
think it is worthy of being a major theme. Californians need to
be constantly reminded that water is a precious resource that all
of need to conserve. Lead by example in our parks. Air and
Noise Pollution: I would like to see the city ban the use of gaspowered leaf blowers. They are polluting devices, both air
quality and noise. As it is squarely related to climate change, air
quality, conservation, and communing with nature, maybe the
parks department can take the lead on this? I can't tell you how
many times a nice outing to a park has been shattered by the
consistent and obnoxious whine of a leaf blower. Once a leaf
blower ban is accomplished, the next step is to ban gas powered
mowers.

Pg 19. Social Gatherings. I liked the pilot program that was
done in summer 2018. Some were hits, some misses, but it
was fun and definitely could be learned from and used as a
template for moving forward. Pg. 20 Extra-ordinary play.
How well utilized are our existing facilities? E.g., when I go by
the Bocce courts I rarely see them in use. Before we run off
the build more, let's make sure that what we have is in good
condition, well communicated, and that we track utilization. It
would be a shame to provide additional facilities only to see
them lie fallow. Pg. 23 Welcoming place and services. Seems
like a no-brainer. Improve what we have with the
straightforward improvements noted. Pg. 25 The Arts. Count
me among the skeptical about Cupertino having its own
performing arts center. Huge undertaking, as I am sure
Mountain View could confirm. If this is to be done, it is better
placed at a site like Vallco and main street rather than
memorial park.

1E. I strongly agree with the objectives and specifics listed. I noted the
comment on working with volunteers and partners to
improve/enhance/restore natural areas. I think there are many people
in our community that would be interested in volunteering to
participate in such activities. I know I would. Community volunteers
could be an untapped resource for the parks department. Pg 42. MP-2,
Connection. Strongly agree with 2A-2D objectives and specifics. Also an
opportunity to work with Bike-Ped commission and others on common
objectives. I will note that connectivity includes our city streets, with
bike lanes, bike blvds, education on proper riding etiquette for children
and adults. Pg 46. MP-3, Equitable access. Agree with A, B, and C. Will
note that some 'neighborhoods' like seven springs have their own 'parklike' facilities, and these private facilities should be reflected in the
equitable access calculation. Same for school facilities where there are
existing agreements on public access/utilization. I'm particularly
interested in adult swim (for exercise) opportunities. Lastly, can you
give an example of a POPOS (page 48). Do we have any in Cupertino, or
the surrounding area? Pg 50. MP-4, Enhancement. A-G, All noble
goals. But do we really need WIFI in the parks? One hopes these can be
areas where people look up from/get away from their screens. People
yakking on their phones on the walking paths is bad enough.

Pg 56. MP-5, Activity. 5A would seem well served by other
organizations. Is there a need for the Parks department to contribute
here? 5B- Are these needs unserved today? 5C-5G seem like nice-tohaves. Pg. 62. MP-6, Quality. 6A is a core need and a must! 6B seems
like a should. 6C is a must. 6D seems like an action item list well within
the Parks department charter to just act on. 6E seems like an action
item list as well. 6F seems like a should. 6G is a must. And I suggest
connecting with all residents regarding parks info, not just new
residents. People need to be regularly refreshed (short attention
spans/too much going on to retain). Pg. 70. MP-7, Sustainability. 7A is
a core need (must). At the end it all boils down to priorities and the
funding to execute the short term tactics and long term strategies. 7B
is a core need (must). I'm hoping the guidelines say to get rid of thirsty
lawns in favor of drought tolerant landscaping. 7C is a core need
(must). Keep in mind that there may be community volunteers that can
participate in these types of activities. 7D “a must. Can't do everything,
can't do it alone, so leverage!
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Email
(optional)

# What do you like about the Master Plan?
45

44 Good ideas

What would you change or add to the Master Do you have any other comments? (Please be as
specific as possible. Include page numbers if known.)
Plan?

Name
(optional)

Email
(optional)

Mark R. Brux

furrybeast@in
ame.com

The pond area in Memorial Park should NOT be
repurpsoed. Rather it should be put back into operation.
The ponds were a beautiful part of hte park and should be
retained.
Access to the Parks: specifically: in the last 20 years the
City has done nothing to improve the non-existent
sidewalk (i.e. rough area which is not safe for seniors or
children) on Orion Lane/Stelling intersection, despite
many discussions with the City. The lack of a proper
sidewalk makes access to Jollyman Park unsafe and
difficult for many who live in the Orion Lane areas. And it's
made worse by large traffic volume and drivers who do
not observe stop signs. And poor crosswalk signage and
controls for crossing Stelling. So: what is the City going to
do to improve SAFE ACCESS to Jollyman Park in the next
20 years from this neighborhood? This aspect seems to be
missing from the plan.

43 I support the Plan's vision which aspires to 'create an

Well done. So glad you listened to SCVAS and the community
inspiring, lively, healthy, diverse and sustainable
rather than just creating sports fields.
community by connecting our residents to outstanding
parks, nature and one another'•
; I support the mission to
restore, preserve, and protect our creeks, meadows,
trees and natural areas'•
, and look forward to the
implementation of the goal of 'Conservation: Protect
nature, trees and natural areas in parks and throughout
the city to support wildlife, ecological functions and a
stronger connection to Cupertino's natural
environment'•
.
42 Very environmentally respectful, as it seeks to enhance Thank you for all the work you put into creating this
our native natural treasures, along with our enjoyment exceptional plan with its robust support for implementing
of them.
its Vision.
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# What do you like about the Master Plan?
41 Paved areas in nature settings where I can roll my 88
year old father along in his wheelchair. He has lived in
Cupertino since 1956, and getting out and reminiscing
about the Cupertino parks is still important to him.
Swimming pools! Swimming lessons and rec swim at
DeAnza and Monta Vista pools were a huge part of my
childhood. There should be many pools and they
should be open year-round. Ever hear of Wim Hof and
cold thermogenesis? No need to heat them to high
temperatures. Add solar panels to help heat for free.
The plan to have 3 community gardens. Many people in
Cupertino do not have the big backyards of yesteryear.
And there is still a yearning to put one's hands into the
soil and grow something to eat. Provide more
opportunity for people to be able to do that. Even if it is
just in a community way where volunteers can come
help to work a communal piece of land Mon Wed Sat
mornings from 8 to 10am or some such.

What would you change or add to the Master Do you have any other comments? (Please be as
specific as possible. Include page numbers if known.)
Plan?
Seattle, Cotati and Petaluma (and I am sure many more
communities) now have food forest parks. It would be
nice if one or more of the gardens could have
permaculture food forest areas. Fun would be a section of
natural edibles. My Dad's backyard in Cupertino is still a
bit wild and has lots of Miner's lettuce in it, for instance.
California poppies are edible, wild rose hips, etc. Also, I
know fruit trees are messy, but they are so much fun.
Please plant more fruit trees in community areas. Did you
know that there are tall collard trees? The leaves are
edible collard greens. They can be used as standing trees
or hedges. So can pomegranate bushes. Or artichokes.
etc. Every fence and wall could have fruit trees espalied
onto them. There should be many swimming pools and
they should be open year-round. Ever hear of Wim Hof
and cold thermogenesis? A cold swim is highly conducive
to the production of brown fat and therefore weight loss.
Advertise that so there is No need to heat them to high
temperatures. Add solar panels to help heat for free.

40 Protections of creeks and wildlife. I also like that so

Continued efforts at providing places for trash and
many people were brought into the conversation when particularly recycling plus water conservation in restroom
creating the plan, including the Loma Prieta chapter of facilities.
Sierra Club.
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Name
(optional)

Figure out how to maintain parks without pesticides and
Sandi Percell
herbicides and irrigate using water saving methods and then
advertise what you are doing right. Have volunteer days. Have a
master gardener program. Have an open-pollinated heirloom
seed library. Do a seed and scion swap festival with the
California rare fruit growers like this http://crfgredwood.org/events/scion-exchanges/ Cupertino was filled
with fruit orchards when I was a kid. In fact both sides of
Steven's Creek blvd all the way down into what is now Santana
Row was orchard. When the orchards started to be abandoned,
we would glean from them and then can the fruit and make jam.
Bring back some of Cupertino's fruit tree legacy for new
generations to enjoy. Varian park would be a good place for
that. My dad worked at Varian in Palo Alto for 32 years and used
to drive Varian's children to school on his way in to work. He
says Varian had lots of fruit trees on his property in Cupertino.
Memorial park also used to be a fruit orchard when I was a kid.
http://www.anseladams.org/orchard-santa-clara-mp104.html
Teach fruit canning and jam making classes. Have blackberry
bushes. We used to pick blackberries by wading into Steven's
Creek near Blackberry farm during the summer when the water
was low and the banks were filled with berries. We made
wonderful blackberry pies with them. Can children today still
pick blackberries in Cupertino and make pie? Blackberries make
great edible hedges, although, admittedly they do tend to
spread.
Kathy G.

Email
(optional)
sandirosep@
me.com

# What do you like about the Master Plan?
39 Well thought out.

38 It is very forward-thinking. It preserves resources
that would otherwise be lost
37 The plan creates a vision for a healthy sustainable
community that keeps folks connected

What would you change or add to the Master Do you have any other comments? (Please be as
specific as possible. Include page numbers if known.)
Plan?
I suggest: 1. Consider adding to MP4, 4.F, ii Safe
Adventure experiences such as ropes courses, zip
lines, giant slides, climbing walls, skate board parks,
giant swings. Note that MP5, 5B already has some of
these things, but they are focused on teens. All ages
need some safe adventure. 2. Currently MP4, 4G,
vii says, “Provide equipment and technology in parks
to support recreation activities, especially fitness.”
Add “For example a sound system that would enable
regularly scheduled outdoor zumba classes” (Note
that in Ecuador and other S American countries
outdoor Zumba classes are held early each day and
roughly 50 people attend. The cost is very low and
the benefits of social interaction and exercise are
huge.) 3. I see no mention of tourists. Cupertino
could be a tourist destination. We have many assets
tourists would enjoy including nearby museums,
bicycle trails, wineries, horse back riding, hiking,
birding, and Apple Campus. Being a tourist
destination can be a significant economic engine
powering lodging, restaurants, and guide services. In
our travels we've found towns that became tourist
destinations by offering nothing more than the
world's largest sweater, for example. Cupertino has
far more to offer as a tourist destination.

Name
(optional)
Dan Marshall

Email
(optional)
DanMarshall
22@Gmail.co
m

nothing

Ron

rknoack1@g
mail.com

Thank you for your inclusive and thoughtful process.

36 Environmentally friendly

I support the mission to restores, preserve, and protect our Kim Freitas
creeks, meadows, trees and natural areas”, and look
forward to the implementation of the goal of
“Conservation: Protect nature, trees and natural areas in
parks and throughout the city to support wildlife,
ecological functions and a stronger connection to
Cupertino’s natural environment”
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kim.freitas@
gmail.com

# What do you like about the Master Plan?
35 I want to give my support for the Plan’s vision
which aspires to “create an inspiring, lively,
healthy, diverse and sustainable community by
connecting our residents to outstanding parks,
nature and one another”; that you support the
mission to restores, preserve, and protect our
creeks, meadows, trees and natural areas”, and
look forward to the implementation of the goal of
“Conservation: Protect nature, trees and natural
areas in parks and throughout the city to support
wildlife, ecological functions and a stronger
connection to Cupertino’s natural environment”.

What would you change or add to the Master Do you have any other comments? (Please be as
specific as possible. Include page numbers if known.)
Plan?

Name
(optional)
Marian
Fricano

Email
(optional)
fricano.maria
n@gmail.co
m

34 Its work connecting people with outside spaces and
nature
Speed up implementation of habitat restoration
33 Connecting residents to nature. Restoring and
protecting creeks, meadows, trees and natural
areas. and we helped create Protecting nature,
trees and natural areas in parks to support wildlife,
ecological functions. Improving park and facility
access and trail connectivity. Overall I support the
plan.
The master plan needs to include more hiking trails.
32 Bike trails
31 Will help people connect to nature, and also help
to restore some natural features/areas.
In Canmore, Canada, they did an innovative design
30 It is a comprehensive, pro-active approach to
planning recreation areas and use currently and in combining their library, city administrative office,
the future.
café and sports facility in one building. If the City
Center site is redeveloped, it merits exploration.
29 Audubon society likes it and I love keeping the
nature park
28 I do not like it overall because it is vague and does
not appear to be a plan but brainstorming with a
$200 Milliion price tag. The survey samples are
small and not reflecting the population.
27 Enhancements to existing parks and trails. School
joint use partnerships.

Can you add a trail from the orchard at blackberry on
the west side of th creek back to the picnic area so
we have a little loop ??
Delete the Performing Arts Center. Move park equity
to the top of the importance list. Halt the Stevens
Creek Corridor Plan until park equity is resolved.

On page 82, the proposed changes should only be pursued M.G. Wong
if approved by City Council

Thanks for all your hard work. It really shows !!

City funds need to be allocated in a balanced way. This
plan fails to take care of that both from a geographical
standpoint and when addressing age groups. It’s a great
start but isn’t ready.

less indoor and theaters, items in pages 87, 88 and 89 Have more open spaces and green lawns at Northeastern
part of the city. Establish new parks.
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Susan norman Norman.susa
n@comcast.n
et

# What do you like about the Master Plan?
26 Seems well thought out except getting a balance
across the entire city.

What would you change or add to the Master
Plan?
1. Put a General Plan Policy in place preventing
‘Quasi-Publicly’ zoned/land use areas from changing.
Add a municipal code (law) that would give the City
first dibs on purchasing these parcels. They are
typically churches, utilities, etc. Keeping them quasipublic means they can be easily converted to parks
and community facilities or fire, police substations,
libraries, senior centers, etc. 2. Also, develope a
relationship with fitness centers, private pools, etc.
to work towards a joint relationship.

25 The idea and motivation to have a master plan for
long term development is good.

I think it should address the issue of park land being
very insufficient on the east side of De Anza. This is a
known issue and has not been addressed in at least
12 years since I moved to Cupertino.

24 I like that the plan has considered adding more
neighborhood accessible small parks that are
family friendly and close to home. I also am glad
that more water play has been recommended,
since this is something I wanted to bring up as I
notice there is no water play facilities in the public
parks in Cupertino, and every summer we had to go
to other cities for the kids.

I would add having more shade in the play areas. I
would also recommend more public schools' sports
or play ground to open up for the neighbor after
school hours.

23 Not like it

Add fund for some park at east side.

Do you have any other comments? (Please be as
specific as possible. Include page numbers if known.)

#3. Page 173 of 209 (Table E1 sites). Add “Joint-use sites
then list - Lawson Middle School which has a track,
outdoor fitness equipment, tennis and basketball courts Sedgwick Elem School which has multiple facilities open to
the public - Cupertino High which has a track, tennis courts
- Fremont High School in Sunnyvale but cupertino residents
have access to the pool and track - Homestead High School
residents have access to the track #4 Table E-3 page 179 of
209, under Basketball Courts ADD AN ‘X’ under ‘Schools’
and ‘Public/Private Partnerships because Lawson,
Sedgwick, Cupertino HS, etc come under this. Under
‘Outdoor Recreation Diversity’ ADD AN ‘X’ under ‘Schools’
they have outdoor fitness and tennis. #5 On Map D-2, add
a spur off of the I-280 trail along the Apple wall (behind
Larry Way) that goes from I-280 trail straight to Lawson
Middle School. This would give kids in Garden Gate offroad access to the middle school (no crossing De Anza!). It
would also give kids safer access to classes at Memorial
Park, Quinlan, Garden Gate area.

Green land will be much more important than a performing
art center. The city should prioritize them. Green land park
will benefit almost all residents and accessible in the
daytime, any time, but performing art center has its own
specific use that only a portion of the residents may benefit
from it.
Ping Gao
1. I hope the city would exploit more ways to approach for Lili
public inputs, the current schedules for public meetings are
generally not friendly to people like me who work full time,
got little kids at home, with partner or myself had to work
overtime quite frequently. In this age, an app can be more
convenient for us to provide feedback in such public issues
that we do care. 2. I live in eastern park of Cupertino, we
don't have as many parks or trails per household. I'd hope
to have more trails planned in the future so we can take a
walk after dinner or on the week more conveniently.

Don't waste city money to build art center. East side need
park. Should be more urgent.
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Name
(optional)
Peggy Griffin

Dongming yao

Email
(optional)
Griffin@com
puserve.com

gaoping@gm
ail.com

lili.l.xu@gmai
l.com

What would you change or add to the Master Do you have any other comments? (Please be as
specific as possible. Include page numbers if known.)
Plan?
Add a park @east Cupertino
We don’t need performing arts center in Cupertino , there
is a Flinter center already
We don’t need performing arts center. We need
Master plan should be redone to include more parks and
21 Don’t like it at all. I was totally shocked by the
ridiculous master plan, especially that it claimed to parks!!!
no performing arts center.
spend two years and with resident outreach but
still manage to resemble nothing close to the real
need of the residents. It is fishy who was behind
the master plan, but one thing is for sure, it is
definitely not pro-resident.
# What do you like about the Master Plan?
22 I don’t like this plan

20 I don’t like the plan at all. This plan does not
represent residents need at all. We need parks!!!
Spending 100M on performing arts center is totally
ridiculous.
19 Not sure I can use "like" for a 20yr master plan
which will change the city I live, but I did know
anything about it until this week

No performing arts center. More spending on parks.

Email
(optional)

Qin Pan

Qinpan@gm
ail.com

Steven
Kaufman

Kaufman_ste
ven@cusdk8.
org

The master plan redone all over.

Do we need to spend $100m out of the total $204m
budget 9n a performance art center?! Does every
resident know about it? I for one strongly oppose to
this project
Remove the performing art center at Vallco. It is not
18
only costly, but also not necessary. We can use Flint
Center.
17 I like the part that we need to build more parks on Please add specificllly the budget that city plan to
the east side of the city- but I’m very shocking to
help build more park on the east side of the city .
see that among the 200M budget, 100M is devoted
to a performing art center- why performing art
center is consider as park, as it’s not going to be
accessible every day for citizens , for two why we
need a new performer art center where we already
have two under utilized performance center at de
Anza college already. And why another 60M for a
swimming pool- how many people will use that
pool? We need more park space on the east side of
the city.

Remove project "performing art center" from page 104,
cause I don't believe we have been well informed in this big
budget spending ahead of time

16 I like that the plan is general enough to allow staff
to work with. It's far better than a plan that is too
detailed.

page 85 CUSD is ready and available to work with the City
on these plans.
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Name
(optional)

Add parks on the east side of Cupertino.

What would you change or add to the Master Do you have any other comments? (Please be as
specific as possible. Include page numbers if known.)
# What do you like about the Master Plan?
Plan?
No changes necessary.
15 The diversity of input from interest groups and
community members has produced a very
comprehensive plan that reasonably addresses
everyone's concerns. I love that we have the
opportunity to make Cupertino an even better
place to live, work & go to school by improving and
properly maintaining our parks & rec site. I'm most
excited about improving Memorial Park, which is
currently an uninviting "eyesore".

Name
(optional)
Keith Warner

14 -Robust, exemplary planning process led by
excellent staff and consultant. -Focus on
protecting nature and integrating habitat into city
park policies

Add educational training to ground maintenance
crews about native plantings and how to care for
them and keep viable habitat

13 A lot of work and public input was put into it! I love
the preservation of our ecology and natural assets.
I would add our historic markers into our master
plan...the Native American habitats, DeAnza’s
encampment and the early settlers influence

I would add an historic element. So much history
Goals and vision should add the importance of our unique
occurred along Stevens Creek...The Ohlone’s DeAnza history!
encampment, Elisha Stephen’s settlement. Historic
markers can memorialize Cupertino history

shani@scvas.c
Shani
om
Kleinhaus,
Santa Clara
Valley
Audubon
Society,
McClellan
Ranch
Donna Austin Primadona1
@comcast.ne
t

12 I like that you are doing a Master Plan. And, I like
that you are asking residents what we residents
think should happen at our parks.

I would like to see our parks without organized
Yes I do: We are so fortunate, as a community, to have
Ruby Elbogen rgelbogen@a
outside groups using them for organized soccer
open green space. Let's keep it "open" to all our residents,
ol.com
leagues and outside baseball groups renting them. I and not just to organized groups.
feel our parks should be available to our residents all
the time. There is little enough space for kids to just
run and play in open spaces, and to have
"dis"organized groups playing volleyball, soft ball, or
just running on our open green space,
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Cupertino should be proud of this plan!

Email
(optional)

Parks & Recreation System Master Plan
CUPERTINO

What do you like about the Master Plan?

What would you change or add to the Master Plan?
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Do you have any other comments? (Please be as specific as possible. Include page numbers if known.)
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IMPORTANT NOTICE:
Please be advised that pursuant lo Cupertino Municipal Code 2.08.100, written communications sent to the Cupertino City Council, Commissioners or City staff concerning a
matter on the agenda are included as supplemental material to the agendized item. These written communications are accessible to the public through the City's website and
kept in packet archives. You are hereby admonished not to include any personal or private information in written communications to the City that you do not wish to make
public; doing so shall constitute a waiver of any privacy rights you may have on the information provided to the City.

